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Anniversaries:

Attacks on AinenCa!
"December 7'h,
1941 ..•A day
which will live in
~
,nJamy
... ''

..

-a:-President F. Roosevelt

"For the United
States ofAmerica,
there will be no
forgetting September
the 111h, 2001 ... "
--President G. W. Bush

On New Caledonia:

BASTILLE DAY PARADE 1942
By COL (ret) Richard "Steve" Stevens
Please give me just a moment of your attention while I tell
you of an adventure involving North Dakota's own 164th
Infantry Regiment--once upon a time--long ago and far
away.
In doing so, I'll put together these several pieces of my
story (and a bit more) on the South Pacific French colonial
island of New Caledonia, 1942, World War Two, the uniquely
important French holiday of Bastille Day, and a colonial style
parade.
_
The island of New Caledonia is located in the Coral Sea
roughly 800 nautical miles East of Northeastern Australia. It
is cigar shaped, running from Northwest to Southeast, with a
total length of about 250 land miles and an average width of
30 land miles.
As March 1942 dawned, New Caledonia had been
administered by representatives of the Free French
government in exile in England since a local bloodless
citizens uprising eighteen months earlier had deposed Vichy
French leaders. Thereafter, and even before the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor in 1941, the US had agreed with Free
French leader Charles de Gaulle to establish air bases there. When our first troops arrived in March
1942, the island was protected by only about 1400 poorly trained French troops, augmented by 300
plus Australians. The island's total population was about 55,000 -- 17,000 whites, 30,000 natives (
primarily of the malanesian race), and 8000 indentured.laborers (Inda-Chinese and Javanese).
The climate was very.heathy and the island was free of malaria fevers. It's small capital and
seaport, Noumea, was and is located near the Southwest tip of the island.
It was Mid-March 1942 when the first American troops landed on New Caledonia. These
consisted of two regiments of Infantry and supporting units. The Infantry was quickly deployed to the
Central and Northern parts of the island.
The 164th Infantry Regiment arrived a month later, in Mid-April, and took up positions in the South.
I was a Corporal, member of Company "M" at that time, and typical of that grade, only knew what that
unit was doing. We were located in a wooded area between the villages of Dumbia and Paita, about
15 miles North of the island capital. Between April and September we were employed primarily as
laborers-unloading small vessels at the port, and establishing camouflaged outdoor storage areas in
a range of heavy woods, foodstuffs and a range of materiel.
THE LIGHT BROWN TROPICAL PITH HELMET.
Sometime in the late Spring or early Summer 1942, each ·of us in the
164th was issued one of these. Some of us had seen them being worn by
Hollywood leading men in pre-war films set in the jungle or tropics. But,
when were WE supposed to wear them?? Well, we were told, they were
to be worn with the primarily off duty Class A uniform -- open necked
cotton khaki shirt, full length cotton khaki trousers, high topped brown
leather shoes, tropical pith helmet.
It's true that a very few of our number would wander away from our
isolated bivouac area for an evening, after a tiring work day. In search of
adventure. But certainly not in Class A's. Maybe, but most of the rest of us, tired and not chance
takers, slept in. But, there WAS an "M" Company system whereby 6·-8 men, a couple of times a
week, company work load permitting, would be trucked in to spend a long afternoon in Noumea. In
Class "A"s, pre-inspected by the First Sergeant. You got on a list, took a turn . On my only such
occasion, I saw a movie at an Army theater, "Free, Blond, anq Twenty-One", starring Mary Beth
Hughes. A nothing film. But I was nineteen, and she was interesting.
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THE BASTILLE DAY PARADE IN NOUMEA, 14 JULY 1942
It's safe to say that few of us in the 164th Infantry
Regiment in 1942 knew much of anything about the
French holiday of Bastille Day. But obviously, some of
our leaders did . Because they were party to the planning
for the participation of almost the entire Regiment.
Nearly everyone whose basic weapon was a .30 caliber
rifle (Girand or Model 1903) would march, for example.
And, that certainly included me.
Where would the parade take place? On the
streets of Colonial Noumea. No build in town was over
two stories, excepting perhaps the Cathedral.
. What would we wear? Ah, the newly contrived
Class "A" uniform, topped by the colonial style tropical
pith helmets.

*

Would we march at the conventional Right Shoulder
Arms? Nope, uncharacteristically we would march at Sling
Arms, with each barrel pointed straight up.
How were we to make the 15 mile journey, to and from
Noumea? By truck convoy, of course. The Regiment had
plenty of trucks then. Three months later when we went by
sea to Guadalcanal, most of them were left behind.
It was a beautiful parade in pleasantly warm, sunny
Noumea.
The 164th Regimental Band was in fine fettle, no
Parade in early 1942 when the 132nd and 182nd
reverberating
echoes. Although I was not aware of them,
regiments arrived at New Caledonia. Note the
the French Army was sure to have been well represented.
soldiers are at right shoulder arms. They are
Their
1400 troops were stationed close by. And it was one
passing the US flag flanked by French colors.
of their primary national holidays. The streets were lined
with MANY New Caledonians, clad in their Sunday finest-many pretty French girls among them.
WOW, we thought! Surely, when this parade is over, we will be given some time off in town to
mingle. But alas, this was not to be. Quickly, we were on the trucks, headed back to camp, in time
for supper. How do you suppose our cooks prepared the canned Spam for our Bastille Day repast?
The colonial-style tropical pith helmets? In the process of our packing up to go to Guadalcanal,
they were gathered up-and, thereafter, never seen again. "Life is easy come, and easy go."
--Richard Stevens, Co M
Editor's Observation Below: The more things change, the more they remain the same?

1942 Bastille Day-Violence in France
On the eve of Bastille Day, France's national day, a
wave of sabotage swept through France. Bombs
exploded offices and railway tracks. Hundreds of
members of the Gestapo have arrived In Paris,
where a big demonstration on Bastille Day is
expected, despite the ban on flying French flags.
Vichy Government has decreed that there shall not
be any national celebrations today, and that the day
shall be regarded as one of mourning. Patriots
throughout unoccupied France, however, intend to
display the Tricolour and sing the Marseillaise.
Sabotage also is increasing in the Low Countries. In
.Holland the Germans have seized a large number
of new hostages and have threatened that they and
their families will be shot if sabotage continues.
Indeed thousands of Dutch Jews were arrested in
Amsterdam on 14 July, and deported to Auschwitz,
where many were gassed.
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2106 Bastille Day-Violence in France
On the evening of 14 July, the Bastille Day
celebrations on the waterfront in the city of Nice
drew crowds of 30,000 and included an aerial
display by the French Air Force. A 19 ton cargo
truck was deliberately driven into the crowd
resulting in the death of 86 people and injuring
307. The driver was a Tunisian resident of
France, who was shot and killed by police. It is
believed the attack was executed in response to
ISIL's calls to attack citizens of nations fighting
them. Within hours, the French government
extended the state of emergency and announced
an intensification of the French military attacks on
ISIL in Syria and Iraq. Later on 15 July, they
announced three days of national mourning
starting 16 July. As of 1 August 2016, six
suspects had been taken in custody on charges
of "terror offences" related to the attack.
3

Our Hero, Our Dad: TSGT Andrew J Mitzel

(1915-1982)

By his children, Caye, Mark, and Teri
I stood at the
Even though I was very interested in his
Memorial Day service in time in the service, Dad would not share with me
Casselton listening to the stories of his time overseas or in combat, except
roll call, waiting for my for one day. I think I was a freshman in high
dad's name to be called school. I had been nagging him repeatedly to tell
out.
I felt a strong me about the war, and that day he said, "Fine, I
connection to dad that will tell you one story and don't ever ask me
day, as I waited for the about it again". I agreed. The story was of his
procession of veterans, comrade who was in a foxhole with him. His
current soldiers, and comrade got up to move out first and was cut in
others to march into the half by machine gun fire. This answered a lot of
cemetery
for
the my questions on why he didn't want to talk about
services. My husband, it and was such a restless sleeper. I think he had
an Iraq War veteran with the 142nd Engineer dreams frequently. Much of what our current
Combat Battalion (ND National Guard), and my veterans coming home are dealing with, PTSD.
eldest son, his grandfather's namesake, Andrew,
I asked my sister, Caye, the oldest of us
a current ND Guard member with B Company, three kids, if Dad ever shared with her. She told
231st Brigade Support Battalion, would be me she asked him once when she was in high
marching in. My husband would lead the color school. She was doing a paper on WWII for
guard and my son, a men,ber of the honor guard. history class and wanted his story, but he would
What ran through my mind was, how proud Dad not talk about it with her. I really think he felt his
would have been of them, just as he was so very kids didn't need to know these horrors.
proud of my brother, Mark, who served several
I then went to my brother, Mark, hoping ,
years as Active Duty Army.
as the only son and having the military service
After the services, we all went to the Vets connection, that Dad would have shared with
Club for a meal and to visit. When I got home, I him. The following are my brother's memories of
told my husband I wanted to get Dad's military scattered conversations through the years with
jacket out of the cedar chest, so off we went to our dad .......
find it. Once we pulled it out, I noticed all of the
ribbons and awards were no longer on it. Since
The story of our father's journey through
our mom had already passed away, I called my World War 11 is based on the memories I recall
sister, Caye, to see if she knew what had after the passage of many years, and of the few
happened to them.
She didn't know, but conversations he shared with me about his
suggested I call our brother, Mark, to see if experiences.
maybe mom had given them to him. Much to my
It's been 33 years since Dad passed
dismay, he did not have them and didn't know away, but my youngest sister asked if I could
where they had gone either.
document the stories he had shared with me
My husband told me that we could get over the years. This is our tribute to a man who
replacements if we could find out which ribbon~
was not only our father,
and awards he had received. This is when I
but a soldier from the
started searching the internet and the ND
greatest generation, at
National Guard website and connected .with Lt.
least to the writers of
Col. (ret) Shirley Olgeirson. She was so kind as this article, a hero to
to do some digging and research in the archives
emulate.
to find records for dad, TSGT Andrew J. Mitzel of
To set the scene
Co D, 164th Infantry. I know that my dad felt a
for the story of our dad,
very special connection with his unit and stayed
he, like the other men
in touch with many of its members until his
whom he fought alongpassing in 1982.
side during the war,
In communication with Lt. Col. Olgeirson,
·never spoke of his
your Editor, she asked if I could share stories that
experiences
either
dad may have told of his service with the 164th.
casually or even when
asked directly.
4
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TSGT Andrew J Mitzel (continued ... )
I don't even recall hearing him and his footsteps. When I was in high school I used his
o burn a
band of brothers discussing their experiences at cigarettes (filterless Camels of course) t_
the American Legion building during their many wart off my thumb - if Dad could do it, so could I.
gatherings there consuming their favorite I think many of those from his generation
beverage - beer (which I believe was their way became addicted to tobacco because a pack of 3
of coping for the atrocitres they saw and or 4 cigarettes came in the c-rats. I know they
endured). I don't know that we truly understood looked forward to them (mostly Marlboro or
the great sacrifices these men suffered for us Camel) if for nothing else, just for something to
until late in their lives. Unfortunately, when much do while waiting around. Which is often the case
to-do was made of the greatest generation, our in the Army- you know, "hurry up and wait".
Speaking of c-rats, Dad said that they
dad . had already passed. The story of our
"soldier" is gleaned from the memories he shared would try to come up with creative ways to
with me, but only after I myself had entered the prepare the rations to make them more
appetizing. Th~s leads to the memory of him
Army.
To begin his amazing journey, Andrew telling me, that in addition to being assigned to
John Mitzel was born in a farm house in rural _ the 81 MM mortars, he also did some cooking. I
Benson County in the State of North Dakota in have fond memories of those times as a kid
August of 1915. Dad spent his early years when Dad would prepare the army chow "hash"
working on the family farm and raising some for supper. Dad called it shit on a shingle.
Oh, yes, Dad also had a story about how
cane, at least according to his brother Conrad.
On 12 November 1940, Dad enlisted in they found other ways to enhance their diet. He
and some other buddies discovered
the National Guard unit located
one of the local cows and decided
in Rugby, ND and was
it'd be mighty tasty.
So they
assigned to· Company D, 164th
proceeded to kill it and Dad
Infantry Regiment.
Dad told
butchered it. Later, their commander
me that he begin his military
paid them a visit and relayed that the
career with basic training at
owner of the cow was rather angry
Camp Claiborne, Louisiana. As
and if they engaged in such behavior
I recall, he said rifles were in
again, he'd court martial them all.
short supply, so much of their
Another story was how they
drill was accomplished using
made their own alcohol from
broom handles. He didn't often
potatoes (I think) and whatever else
mention the hardships he
they
could lay their hands on. I also
endured during his many
remember that Dad rarely ate a
months of combat, but he did
banana, and if he did it was overly
mention several times the
ripe. He told me that when they
miseries he and his fellow
were
on the variou~ islands they'd
North Dakotans suffered at the
rie & Andy
supplement their diets with fresh ripe
"hands"
of
Louisiana's
bananas right off the tree.
I guess the
chiggers.
From Louisiana, I believe he said that they connection to them brought back bad memories
traveled to Fort Ord, California. He did mention or the flavor of purchased bananas couldn't
that they billeted in the Cow Palace for a short compete with the ones right off the tree.
If you follow the history of the 164th, you
period of time before shipping out overseas in
know
they
were engaged in fierce combat along
March of 1942. As a side note, Dad mentioned
with
the
First
Marine division on Guadalcanal in
that men from the rural areas were in high
demand from the various unit commanders 1942 and earned the nickname the "164th
because of their familiarity with rifles and their Marines". They were subsequently awarded a
Presidential Navy Unit Citation for their action in
keen marksmanship.
I recall one story Dad told me of being on that battle. What many do not know is that the
guard duty one night. I don't remember where it 164th was the first Army unit to take offensive
was, but he talked about how he had a wart on action in the Pacific Theater of operation during
his finger and used his cigarettes to burn it off. WWI I and many of them transferred to what
As I mentioned above, I often tried to follow in his became known as Merrill's Marauders.
The 164'h Infantry News, September 2016
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TSGT Andrew J Mitzel (continued ... )
I don't remember if it was Dad's beach landings, everyone would discard as much
experience on Guadalcanal, or one of the other of their gear as they cou1d so as not to have to
six engagements he participated in, but I lug so much with them through the jungle. Dad
remember him telling me when it got dark, they said that most of the gear they dropped on the
kept a high alert for fear the Japanese were beach was usually items that their war
infiltrating their ranks. At first they went without experience had taught them they wouldn't need
sleep because they would hear noises in the anyway. He said that one of the items they
jungle which they thought was the enemy always discarded was their gas mask; which in
sneaking up on them. It was only later that they this case they did. On one of the landings, they
discovered the noise was from coconuts falling to hit the beach, dropped what they didn't need and
the ground. He also said that it didn't take them set up their lines about
half mile to a mile in
long to learn it was a bad idea to camp out under from the beach. After they'd been on the line for
a coconut tree. You might get crowned by one a few hours the alert for gas went off. He said
falling from the tree.
that everyone abandoned their foxholes and
Dad didn't share many of his experiences made a mad dash for the beach to retrieve their
with actual combat. He never mentioned if he gas masks . .As it turned out, it had been a false
had to take the life of another person or not. Nor alarm.
did he talk about the many friends and comrades
Dad contracted malaria while overseas
he lost other than on two occasions. The first and spent a couple of weeks somewhere (can't
was when we were hunting with my
remember the island he was
cousin, who had a tendency to put the
sent to) recuperating. I also
itzel with Leslie Skar remember on at least two
butt of the shotgun on top of his foot and
at Camp Claiborne occasions,
when
I was
rest his hands over the top of the barrel.
Once when he was doing that, Dad
growing up, that he had a
came up and told him that during the
reoccurrence with the malaria
war, several guys were standing around
and he would simply go to
camp talking, and one of his friends was
bed, cover up with lots of
posed just as my cousin was. The rifle
blankets and sweat it out for a
discharged and the round went through
couple of days. He also had
his hands and up through his head. I
yellow jaundice which was
think that's the last time I saw my cousin
probably caused by the
hold his gun like that. The other incident
malaria. You see, dad went
I recall him sharing, was when he and
into the Army weighing around
one of his buddies were in a foxhole
190 pounds and we, his
when his friend got up to advance first
family, never knew him to
and was cut in half by a burst of
weigh more than 150 to 155
machine gun fire.
pounds as a result of the
The only other actual battle accounts was diseases he contracted during his service.
when the Japanese would, without hesitation, However, Dad refused to apply for any military
attack straight into our lines and would carry off disability. He believed it was his duty to have
their dead and wounded. Dad was glad the fought for his country. This country did not owe
island natives were on our side because they him anything.
would seemingly appear out of nowhere and
Dad talked about the points system the
disappear just the same. He mentioned that they Army had for rotation back to the states and that
were very efficient with the use of the huge every time he came up to the number of points
machetes they carried.
needed, they would raise the number required.
In regards to the island natives, I Then, when he did earn sufficient points for
remember Mom and Dad came back from one of rotation back to the states, he said that the
the 164th reunions, either in the late 60's or early commander approached him and offered him a
?O's, and said that a king or some type of royalty field commission. He turned it down because it
from one of the islands had attended the reunion would have meant more time in combat, and he'd
to honor them for freeing his land.
already been overseas for over three years and
Perhaps one of the funnier stories Dad had been involved · in seven major island
shared with me was how, upon making their engagements.

a
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TSGT Andrew J Mitzel (continued ... )
He
also
had
heard
fellow service members had a special
scuttlebutt that the 164th, because
bond borne from their experiences that
of their action on Guadalcanal,
helped shape the values and beliefs of
were going to be attached to the
my sisters and me.
Marines for the invasion of lwo
His generation, with its work ethic
Jima. That is where our Uncle,
and moral standards, was destined to be
PFC Louis J. Des Forges (our
the ones to combat the tyranny that
mom's only brother), was killed in
came out of Germany and Japan during
action on Mount Suribachi, while
that time. These men, like our Dad,
serving with the 5th Marine
were made of the right stuff before,
Division.
during, and following WWII.
Perhaps one of the most
I saw that very same character in
tangible stories about Dad's
many of the things Dad did throughout
overseas experiences is that while
his life to help others, just because it
traveling amongst the many islands, he collected was simply the right thing to do. This includes the
currency coins from each of them. To this day;· time I saw him climb into a car fully engulfed in
we still have them to reflect his time overseas.
flames from an accidenf in order to save a
Dad returned to the states in June of 1945 person trapped inside. He also hurdled pews
as a Tech-Sergeant, having spent about 39 during church to help a woman who had fainted.
months overseas. He was discharged from Fort These are the only memories shared with
Snelling, Minnesota, on 6 July 1945.
Mark of our dad's time serving with the 164th. If
I'll never forget the day we two Army he had lived longer, he may have shared more of
brothers were sitting around drinking a beer his memories with us as we became older. The
talking about some of the issues the Vietnam three of us wish he had shared more with us
vets were having returning to the normal life of a about his time in the service, so that we could
civilian. He turned to me and said that his understand more clearly how it shaped the man
debri'efing consisted of being told that the war we called Dad.
was over. Go home and get back to your lives.
He was an active member of the American
Legion for the remainder of his life. Dad and his
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Post-war authorization for award of the Bronze Star Medal
Award may be made to each member of the Armed Forces of the United States who, after 6 Dec 1941, has
been cited in orders or awarded a certificate for exemplary conduct in ground combat against an armed
enemy between 7 Dec 1941 and 2 Sep1945, inclusive, or whose meritorious achievement has been
otherwise confirmed by documents executed prior to 1 July 1947. For this purpose, an award of the Combat
Infantryman Badge or Combat Medical Badge is considered as a citation in orders.

Post-war authorization for Philippine Presidential Unit Citation
The badge was first created in 1946 and retroactively awarded to any unit of the Philippine or U.S. military
which had served in the defense or liberation of the Philippine Islands during World War II

Requesting Replacement Medals
Write to National Personnel records Center, 1 Archives Drive, St. Louis, MO 63138
For online information, go to www.archives.gov, click on the Veterans Service Records tab.
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154th Infantry Band
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97 Year Old Color Guard Volunteer
Mr. Gerald Sanderson of the Willow City Post 112 has been
an American Legion member for over 70 years and has
served on the Willow City Color Guard nearly as long.
Gerald proudly took his place in ranks to present the US
Flag during the recent 6th District Spring District Meeting
held in Willow City. His service to the U.S. Army was also
very newsworthy. Gerald enlisted into the ND Army National
Guard as a Combat Medic on December 6, 1940 and was
attached to the 164th Infantry Division in North Dakota. _The
unit was activated February 10, 1941 and headed to the
Pacific Theatre to enter the fight. It didn't take long for the
154th Infantry to gather lessons in how to fight the Japanese
Imperial Army. The 164th had been embarked upon- the
USS Mccawley and the USS Zeilin in route to the fight on
Guadakanal. They were put ashore in early October of
1942 in direct support of the First Marine Division. The First
Marine Division had been on the island since the August 1,
1942 and welcomed the support of the ND 154th Infantry.
Gerald sa·nderson was part of this landing and supported
the Marines in securing this critical island and future airfield.
The 164th was evacuated from Guadalcanal and moved
north in support of forces on the island of Bougainville. At
the end of the battles of the South Pacific Islands, the 154th
finally was able to return home. In the popular book They
Were Ready, Gerald Sanderson was quoted in regard to his
feelings on his combat experience. "My closest friends
came out of this [war], you can't get better friends than those
you risk your life with." The 164th was one of the most
decorated units in the Pacific Theatre. They fought in five
campaigns, were awarded six Distinguished Service
Crosses, 89 Silver Stars, 199 Bronze Stars and 9ver 1200
Purple Hearts. It is with a very grateful thank you to Gerald
Sanderson for his WWII service in the U.S. Army, but also
for his long and dedicated service to the Willow City
American Legion Post 112 for all of his continued service to
his fellow veterans, his family, and the community of Willow
City, ND.
Your Editor visited with Sandy and Leila during a trip through
Rugby this summer. Sandy said he didn't participate in the
Color Guard on Memorial Day this year, because he had
special seating to be honored with a 70 year longevity award.
Leila served a gooey chewy version of Monkey Bread - good
enough and easy enough that you should have her recipe:
18 1-oz frozen dough dinner rolls -- 1/2 cup chopped walnuts
1/2 small package instant butterscotch pudding mix
1/2 cup butter -- 3/4 cup brown sugar -- 3/4 tsp cinnamon
Butter Sundt Pan. Sprinkle nuts in bottom, then arrange rolls
in bottom of pan & sprinkle dry pudding mix over them.
Melt butter, sugar, & cinnamon over medium heat. Pour over
pudding & rolls. Set on cupboard overnight uncovered. Bake
25-30 mins at 350F. Turn out onto a plate, allow to cool for 5
minutes (or not!) before serving. Great served cold, too. (Just ask me!)
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The Other Side ...
·Kamikaze survivors debunk stereotype in stories of sacrifice
By YURI KAGEYAMA June 17, 2015 6:17 AM (Follow at http://twitter.com/yurikageyama)
KASAMA, Japan (AP) - The pilots filed into the room and were presented with a form that
asked if they wanted to be kamikaze. It was multiple-choice, and there were three answers:
- - - • "I passionately wish to join," "I wish to join," and "I don't wish to join."
This was 1945. Many were university students who had been previously exempt from service, but now
Japan was running out of troops.
Hisashi Tezuka recalls that a few of his colleagues quickly wrote their replies and strutted away.
But he and most of the others stayed for what felt like hours, unable to decide. He did not know then if
anyone had dared to refuse. He learned later that the few who di9 were simply told to pick the right
answer.
Tezuka so wanted to be honest to his feelings he crossed out
the second choice and wrote his own answer: "I will join." "I did
not want to say I wished it. I didn't wish it," he told The
Associated Press at his apartment in a Tokyo suburb.
They were the kamikaze, "the divine wind ," ordered to fly their
planes into certain death. The U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey
and data kept at the library at Yasukuni shrine in Tokyo estimate
that about 2,500 of them died during the war. Some history
books give higher numbers. About one in every five kamikaze
planes managed to hit an enemy target.
Books and movies have depicted them as crazed suicide
bombers who screamed "Banzai" as they met their end. But
interviews with survivors and families by The Associated Press,
as well as letters and documents, offer a different portrait - of
In this April 23, 2 015 photo, Hisashi
men driven by patriotism, self-sacrifice and necessity. The world
Tezuka, a kamikaze who survived
because the war ended , holds a WWII they lived in was like that multiple-choice form: It contained no
photo of himself.
..___.
___, ,real options .

AP

___________

ALL SET TO DIE'
First-born sons weren't selected, to protect family heirs in feudalistic-minded Japan. Tezuka,
then a student at the prestigious University of Tokyo, had six brothers and one sister and wasn't the
eldest. So he was a good pick, he says with a sad laugh.
He was given a five-day leave to visit his parents. He didn't
have the heart to tell them he had been tapped to be a suicide
bomber. There was one absolute about being a kamikaze, he
says: "You go, and it's over."
He survived only because Emperor Hirohito announced
Japan's surrender on a radio broadcast, just as he was on a
train headed to take off on his kamikaze attack.
"I had been all set to die," he says. "My mind went absolutely
blank." He was 23. Now, at 93, he notes that he has lived four
times as long as many kamikaze.
He loved flying the Zero fighter, so much so that he couldn't
stomach flying a commercial jet ~fter the war. And so sick of
war that he didn't want to join the military, he started an importconsultant business. He often visited American farmers. He
never told them he had been a kamikaze.
A burly man with a quick wit, Tezuka hands a reporter a sepiatoned photo of himself as a Zero fighter, grinning in a helmet,
the trademark white silk scarf at his neck. "That's to keep warm. It gets really cold up there," he says.
He recalls training, flying in a dazzling formation over forests and lakes. It was so breathtaking
you could almost forget the war. "Do you know what a rainbow looks like when you're flying?" he asks ,
his eyes aglow with childlike excitement. "It's a perfect circle."

10
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The Other Side: Kamikazi..(continued)
PILOTS' SWEETHEARTS
Zero pilots were the heartthrobs of the era. In
fading photographs, they pose in portraits, hugging
shoulders, wearing big smiles, seemingly oblivious to
wh~t lay ahead. _Their goggles are flipped cockily over
their helmets, their scarves tucked under their jackets.
The Zero won accolades, even from the enemy. Some
Japanese enlisted just to fly the Zero.
Masao Kanai died on a kamikaze mission near
Okinawa in 1945. He was 23. Under a program that
encouraged students t? support the imperialist military, he
had .be.en p~n pals with a 17-year-old schoolgirl, Toshi
Neg1sh1. All m al_l, they exchanged 200 letters. They tried
to go on a date, Just once, when he had a rare opportunity
to get out of training and visit Tokyo. But that was March
10, 1945, right after the massive air raids known as the
firebombing of Tokyo. So they never met.
·
· Before he flew on his last mission he sent her two
tiny pendants he had carved out of cockpit glass - one a
heart, the other a tiny Zero. The hazy crystalline heart has
the letters T and M, their initials, carved on top of each
other.
Negishi wore the pendants
just once. She kept them in a
box for 70 years. She recently
donated the jewelry to a
memorial for the Tsukuba Naval
Air Corps, a command and
training c.enter for kamikaze in Kasama, north of Tokyo.
Community volunteers determined to preserve the
memory of the kamikaze are trying to block plans to tear
down the building from that period.
Though other
memorials exist for kamikaze, no one, until recently, had
bothered to look into or document the history of the
Tsukuba building. "Someone has to remember. It hurts
too much if we don't," Negishi says in a forthcoming film
made by the volunteers.
Volunteers have put up an exhibition of photos,
letters, helmets, pieces of the Zero and other remnants
from that period. Among them is Kanai's final letter to his
family: "I don't know where to begin," he wrote. "Rain is
falling softly. A song is playing quietly on the radio. It's a
peaceful evening. We'll wait for the weather to clear up
and fly on our mission. If it hadn't been for this rain, I'd be
long gone by now."
One of the eeriest photos on display is a woman
decked out in a bridal kimono, sitting with dozens of family
members and grasping a framed picture of her dead
fiance, a kamikaze. The bride in that post-mortem
wedding, Mutsue Kogure, stares into the camera
expressionless.
·
'
The last letter Nobuaki Fujita, 22, wrote to her is
also on display. "In my next life, and in my life after that
and in the one after that, please marry me " he wrote:
"Mutsue, goodbye. Mutsue, Mutsue, Mutsue, Mutsue, the
ever so gentle, my dearest Mutsue."
1
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Mitsubishi A6M Zero
The Mitsubishi A6M "Zero" was a longrange fighter aircraft, manufactured by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, and
operated by the Imperial Japanese
Navy from 1940 to 1945. The A6M
was designated as the Mitsubishi Navy
Type O Carrier Fighter or Mitsubishi
A6M Rei-sen. The A6M was usually
referred to by its pilots as the "Reisen"
(zero fighter), "O" being the last digit of
the Imperial year 2600 (1940) when it
entered service with the Imperial Navy.
When it was introduced early in World
War 11, the Zero was considered the
most capable carrier-based fighter in
the world, combining excellent
maneuverability and very long range.
The experts who evaluated the
captured Zero found that the plane
weighed about 2,360 kg (5,200 lb) fully
loaded, some 1,260 kg (2,780 lb)
lighter than Grumman F4F Wildcat, the
standard United States Navy fighter of
the time. The A6M's airframe was
"built like a fine watch"; the Zero was
constructed with flush rivets, and even
the guns were flush with the wings.
The instrument panel was a "marvel of
simplicity ... with no superfluities to
distract [the pilot]." What most
impressed the experts was that-the
Zero's fuselage and wings were
constructed in one piece, unlike the
American method that built them
separately and joined the two parts
together. The Japanese method was
much slower, but resulted in a very
strong structure and improved close
maneuverability.

A6M3 Model 22 "Zero" flown by
Japanese Ace Hiroyoshi Nishizawa
over the Solomon Islands, 1943
__ \A/ilrinorH~
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The Other Side: Kamikazi..(continued)
.A SURVIVOR'S GUil T
Seventy years after the end of World War
II, the runway that once stretched at Tsukuba is
long gone. But the rows of cherry blossoms still
stand.
In another corner of the Tsukuba
grounds, an underground bomb shelter winds in
pitch darkness through several chambers. It
was designed to serve as an emergency
command, . should the main building be
demolished in a U.S. bombing. It's a reminder of
the illusory determination that gripped the
imperialist forces, to keep fighting, no matter
What.
.
In training, the pilots repeatedly zoomed
perilously, heading practically straight down, to
practice crashing. They had to reverse course
right before hitting the ground and rise back into
the sky, a tremendous G-force dragging on their
bodies.
When they did .it for real, they were
instructed to send a final wireless message in
Morse code, and keep holding that signal. In the
transmission room, they knew the pilot had died
when a long beep ended in silence.
Yoshiomi Yanai, 93, survived
because he could not locate his target - a rare
error for a kamikaze operation. He visits the
Tsukuba facility often. "I feel so bad for all the
others who died," he says, bemoaning the fate
of comrades who died so young, never having
really experienced life.
Yanai still keeps what he had In -this April 29, 2015 photo, Yoshiomi Yanai, a survived
intended to be his last message to his parent~. kamikaze pilot shows his last will and testament.
It's an album that he keeps carefully wrapped in L . . - - - - -'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.,
a traditional furoshiki cloth. He plastered the pages with photos of him laughing with colleagues and
other happy moments. He got a pilot friend to add ink drawings of the Zero. "Father, Mother, I'm taking
off now. I will die with a smile," Yanai wrote in big letters on the opening pages. "I was not a filial son
but please forgive me. I will go first. And I will be waiting for you."

!:~ 164 ,,..
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Read more

S~iy~~~~<tvuv1s about Kamikazi
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Maxwell Taylor Kennedy, who wrote about the
kamikaze in his 2008 book, "Danger's Hour," says the
kamikaze were driven by nothing but self-sacrifice. When
he started his research, he expected to find fanaticism. He
was stunned to find they were very much like Americans
or young people anywhere .else in the world, "who were
extraordinarily patriotic but at the same time extraordinarily
idealistic."
Kennedy stressed that kamikaze have little in common
with suicide bombers today. Japan was engaged in
conventional war, and, above ·all, kamikaze had no choice,
he said. Civilians were not targets. "They were looking out
for each other," he says, in a telephone interview from Los
Angeles. "If he didn't get in the plane that morning, his
roommate would have to go."
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The Other Side: Kamikazi..(continued)
KILLING WITH A PENCIL
Though the Zero was used in kamikaze missions, it was
not designed for the task. The Ohka was. It was a glider packed
with bombs and powered by tiny rockets, built to blow up. They
were taken near the targets, hooked on to the bottom of planes,
and then let go.
Ohka means cherry blossom, and to this day kamikaze
are associated with the briefly glorious trees. Americans called
it the "Baka bomb." Baka is the Japanese word for idiot.
Because their cruise range was so limited, they were easily shot
down.
The job of overseeing and training Ohka pilots, and
ultimately sending them to certain death, fell to Fujio Hayashi,
then 22. Hayashi believes Ohka might never have happened if
there had been no volunteers when the concept was first
suggested. He was one of the first two volunte-ers for Ohka.
Dozens followed. But he could never stop blaming himself,
wondering whether his early backing helped bring it about.
When he finally saw one of the flimsy gliders, he felt duped;
many thought it looked like a joke.
Over the decades, Hayashi was tormented by guilt for
having sent dozens of young men to their deaths "with my
pencil," as .he put it, referring to how he had written the names
for Ohka assignments each day. To squelch any suspicion of
favoritism, he sent his favorite pilots first.
After the war, Hayashi joined the military, called the SelfDefense Forces, and attended memorials for the dead pilots. He
consoled families and told everyone how gentle the men had
been. They smiled right up to their deaths, he said, because
they didn't want anyone to mourn or worry.
"Every day, 365 days a year, whenever I remember those who
died, tears start coming. I have to run into the bathroom and
weep. While I'm there weeping, I feel they're vibrantly alive
within my heart, just the way they were long ago," he wrote in
his essay "The Suicidal Drive."
Hayashi hardly talked about his kamikaze days to his
children. They remember him as a dad who loved classical
music, took them to amusement parks and loved cats so much
he adopted strays.
He often said he wanted his ashes to be scattered into
the sea near the southern islands of Okinawa, where his men
had died. Until then, he said, his war would never be over.
He died of pancreatic cancer at age 93 on June 4 (2015).
His family plans to honor his request.

"I, Kamikaze" -A Documentary interview of Fujio
Hayashi, then 90. (at right)
Hayashi describes seeing the kamikaze
aircraft for the first time as being like·
taking a look at his own coffin, but
remembers thinking of the plane as a
gift from the Emperor, whom he
considered "absolute".

Yokosuka MXY7 Ohka
"Cherry Bossom"
The Yokosuka MXY-7 Ohka
"cherry blossom" was a purposebuilt, rocket powered humanguided anti-shipping kamikaze
attack plane employed by Japan
towards the end of World War 11.
The Suicide Attacker Ohka was a
manned flying bomb that was ·
usually carried underneath a
Mitsubishi G4M2e "Betty" Model
24J bomber to within range of its
target. On release, the pilot would
first glide towards the target and
when close enough he would fire
the Ohka's three solid-fuel rockets,
one at a time or in unison, and fly
the missile towards the ship that
he intended to destroy. United
States sailors gave the aircraft the
nickname Baka (Japanese for "fool
" or "idiot").

The only variant which saw
service was powered by three 20
rockets. (755 of these were built).
The final approach was difficult for
a defender to stop because the
aircraft gained high speed
(400 mph) in level flight and 580 to
620 mph in a dive. Later versions
were designed to be launched
from coastal air bases and caves,
and even from submarines
equipped with aircraft catapults,
although none were actually used
in this way. It appears that the
operational record of Ohkas
includes three ships sunk or
damaged beyond repair and three
other ships with significant
damage.
--Wikipedia

Credit: Julian Ross, lndieWire.com
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71 st Annual Reunion Dinner
On the 74th Anniversary of "Guadalcanal'
164"' Infanb.y .Association of the Unit.ed Stat.es
P.O.Bm 1111
Bism.ardt. North Dako1a .5850.2-11~1
August 2016
SUBJECT:
TO:
DATE:
PLACE:

***

*

71 st Annual Reunion Dinner
Members and Friends of the 164th Infantry Association
13 October 201 6
Elks Lodge, 900 S. Washington St, Bismarck, ND

Greetings All:
This letter is to inform you of a 164 Infantry Association Reunion Dinner to be held at
the Bismarck Elks Club on Thursday, October 13, 2016. \/\le will gather for a Social gettogether at 4:00pm, follm-ved by the Dinner at 5:30pm. (The Elks can accommodate
wheelchairs).
The date was chosen to recognize the 74th anniversary of the Guadalcanal Landing by
the 164th Infantry on October 13th, 1942.
The 164th Infantry Raffle Ticket drawing will be conducted during the dinner, consisting
of three (3) $164.00winners. You do not have to be presenttowin. You will find
raffle tickets with this letter. Please purchase them and return the stubs as quickly as ·
you can. We will need them for the October 13th drawing. Remember, the raffle helps
support the newsletter (which will continue until the coffers run dry).
You may have been wondering why you have not received a Newsletter since our last
reunion. Our editor, Shirley, has been very busy with her employment and personal
affairs, and had taken a hiatus from her editor position. She is working on the Nevvs
and we expect to mail it in early September. Due to lack of 2016 newsletters, annual
membership dues for 2017 have been waived.

1 1

1 1

I

Please R.S.V.P. to this reunion dinner invitation by calling our secretary, Ben Kemp, at
(701) 400-6136, email blkemp@bisimidco.net.
Sincerely,

v~

Vern Fetch, President
154th Infantry Association
Phone: (701) 527-1426
P.S. It saddens me to inform you of the passing of our vice-president Frank Eide of
Bismarck. Frank was a Korean War veteran.

I
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71st Annual Reunion Dinner: 13 Oct 2016
WHERE TO STAY:

Motels near the Elks, Bismarck

FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES -- MARRIOTT
135 IVY AVE, BISMARCK, ND (NOTE - JUST ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE ELKS
1-701-223-9293
TIM DALRYMPLE, GENERAL MANAGER tim.dairymple@tmihospitality.com
EXPRESSWAY SUITES
180 BISMARCY EXPRESSWAY, BISMARCK
1-701-222-2311, 1-888-774-5566
www.expresswayhotels.com

EXPRESSWAY INN
200 BISMARCK EXPRESSWAY, BISMARCK
1-701-222-2900, 1-800-456-6388
www.expresswayhotels.com

RAMKOTA HOTEL -- BEST WESTERN
800. SOUTH 3RD STREET, BISMARCK, ND ..
1-701-258-7700
Bismarck-bwramkota.com

WHAT ELSE TO DO:
North Da.kota State Museum & Museum Store
Monday-Friday, 8-5; Saturday & Sunday, 10-5 p.m.
New addition! New exhibits! New items in the store!
On the Capitol Grounds. Admission is always free!
More at http ://statemuseum

North Dakota
Veterans Cemetery
It is located 6.5 miles south of Mandan on Highway
1806 on a 35 acre tract of land in the SW corner of Fort
Abraham Lincoln State Park.
The Kiosk gravesite locator is available in the foyer of
the visitor's center. 164 Monument is near the Chapel.
The cemetery grounds are open twenty
four hours a day for grave visitation.

Fort Lincoln State Park (no photo)
Unfortunately, the tours of the Custer House and the Park Store close
after the September season, but you can still drive up to the Infantry
Post & Cemetery. If you're in the mood for a spooky experience, the
Haunted Fort is open evening of 14 October.

Global War on Terror Memorial (photo at right)
Located near the front gate at Fraine Barracks, ND National Guard
Headquarters, the site lists the names of North Dakotans who have lost
their lives in the fight against terrorism since 9/11/2001.
The 1641h Infantry News, September 2016
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ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
The Annual Business Meeting of the 154th Infantry Association of
the United States of America was called to order by our President
Vern Fetch at 1OOOhrs on10 October 2015 at the Baymont Inn,
Mandan, North Dakota.
A short prayer was given by our President Vern Fetch. The Pledge
Allegiance of America was performed by all present. We had
twenty five members attending the meeting.
President Fetch introduced the officers. President Vern Fetch;
Secretary _Treasurer Ben Kemp. Vice President Frank Eide was not
in attendance because of health reasons. Editor Shirley Olgeirson
was making preparations for the WWII Victory Celebration in
Bismarck.
On Friday, 9 October 2015 President Fetch appointed Herb Schultz
(ND) and Jim Goodale (ND) to audit the financial records for 2014
and 2015. Herb Schultz reported that no discrepancies were noted
in their review.
President Fetch talked about the future reunions. He stated that we
have three options. They are Number One: continue as we have
been. Number Two: smaller reunion, like one day. Number Three:
stop having reunions.
Joseph A. Castagneto (AL) suggested that we have the reunions in
different cities throughout the United States. He made this into a
motion, but it failed for a lack of a second.
Reginald G. Urness (ND) made a motion that all reunions be held in
North Dakota as the 164 Infantry is a North Dakota Unit. This was
second by Louis J. Hanson (ND) and was passed. Urness also
stated that we will not be here in five years ..
Ben Kemp (ND) spoke on the fact that our numbers are getting
smaller. We have 78 Members for the Banquet. Several years ago
when we were looking for motels to hold our reunions, the
Bismarck, North Dakota motel would not talk to you unless you had
numbers in excess of 250. He stated that he was not sure that the
Bayrnont Inn here in Mandan, ND would take us next year.
Herb Schultz (ND) suggested that we hold the reunion at the
AMVETS Club or the VFW Club.
Richard R. Stevens (KY) stated that he would come to North
Dakota again.
Louis J. Hanson (ND) made a motion that a reduced event
(reunion) be held at Bismarck, ND, using a veterans club. This
would be a one day event.
This was second by Ralph H. Lenzmeier (AZ). Motion passed.
President Fetch announced the names of the officers up for
election. They are President Vern Fetch, Vice President Frank
Eide, and Secretary-Treasurer Ben Kemp. Louis J. ·Hanson (ND)
made a motion to elect the officers and it was second by Vic
Gibbons (ND). Motion passed.
President Fetch then appointed Shirley J. Olgeirson as our Editor of
the 154th Infantry Association of America newsletter.
It was the consensus of all present that we continue to sell the raffle
tickets to support the Newsletter.
President Fetch stated that the next one day reunion will be held in
Bismarck, ND, on a suggested date of 24 September 2016. It may
be only a meal.
No future business, a motion was made to adjourn. Personnel
present were called to attention, saluted the flag, and the meeting
was adjourned at 1040 hrs.

Some Statistics
From the
Secretary/Treasurer
as of 7 May 2016

Current Members
553
WWII Veterans
94 Life
WWII & Korea
(5)
Korean War Vets
70 Life
8 Annual
Between Wars
14 Life
2 Annual
Associates & Friends
315 Life
50 Annual
Overseas
1 France
2 Australia
1 Germany
1 Philippines

BENNETJ.KEMP,SECRETARYTREASURER
164TH INFANTRY ASSOCIATION
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Donations to the 154th Infantry Association
2014-2016
WILLIAM F. KEENAN

DE

JAMES POWERS

MN

CLAIRE M . BRADLEY

CA

COL RICHARD R. STEVENS

KY

DONALD J. EVENSON
JASON PEPPLE

ND
ND

SUSAN SAMSON-OWEN

CA

VICTOR GIBBINS

ND

WINIFRED M. BERNTSEN

MN

FRANK MASTEL

VA

RICHARD A. RUUD

ND

WILLIAM TUFF

ND

CHARLES T. BELL

CA

GERALD SANDERSON

ND

JIM & MILDRED MORRISON

MO

MIKE BOTHUN

ND

ROBERT BEER

WA

KATHLEEN MARUSKA

ND

MG DAVID SPRYNCZYNATYK

ND

RAY & NANCY SINKBEIL

KS

CHARLES M. WAGNER

AZ

FRANK & MARY SIMPKINS

FL

GAIL OPAT

TX

LOIS GUSTAFSON

ND

PHILIP BURNS

TX

RALPH LENZMEIER

AZ

EVELYN SALSMAN

ND

JAMES PRIVRATSKY

ND

KEN CLOUSTON

ND

PAUL BUTTKE

CA

BRIAN FOSAAEN

MN

BRIAN SCHMOKER

ND

CHARLES T. BELL

CA

$1,000
$105
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$300
$80
$80
$80
$60
$50
$100
$50
$50
$40
$40
$40
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$25
$25
$25
$25
$20
$20
$20

T
H

A
N
K
y

0

MERRIL TALLER

?

NEIL R. HUTCHISON

ND

RICHARD A. RUUD

ND

STEVE BRINKMAN

OH

THEODORE WINTERS

IL

JANE ROTHRUCK

CA

ALDEN GJEVRE

MN

BARRY DOE

CT

BRIAN FOSAAEN

MN

GERALD MAURSETH

ND

GERALD & MARILYN SKOGLEY

ND

HOWARD A. GODDARD

CA

J.R. WHALEN

SD

LOUIS J. DALZELL

MN

LOUISE SHANK

IN

ORLYEN STENSGARD

ND

ANTONY J. PRICE

TX

ELLENORA SCHULTZ

ND

GERALD J. PARMANTIER

OR

FRANK & HELEN KENNEDY

MN

LEWIS GOODMAN

CA

MARGARET KENNEDY

ND

ANTONY J. PRICE

TX

ELLENORA SCHULTZ

ND

ROBERT J. ALI N

ND

ROGER SEAS

SD

RUSSELL WILSON JR .

IL

RUTH ANN WEBER

CA

TOM ENGLISH

ND

$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$15
$20
$10
$10
$10
$10
$20
$10
$10
$10
$30
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$10
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$10
$5

u

All your donations and raffle chances go to support The 154th Infantry News
There are more stories to tell, so please send in your photos and notes!!

$164 Raffle Winners - October 2015 Drawing
RALPH H. LENZMEIER, PAYSON, AZ
GEORGIA HILL, NORTHGLENN, CO
BARB SEMRAU, MINOT, ND
The 1641h Infantry News, September 2016
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.Symbols of Remembrance--

USS ARJZONA
USS Arizona
December 7, 1941
The Japanese attacked the
naval base in Honolulu,
Hawaii on December 7 1941.
More than 2,400 people died
in an assault lasting less than
two hours. The incident drew
the United States into the
Second World War
The battleship USS Arizona
sinks into Pearl Harbor after
being bombed by Japanese
planes. Almost half of the
casualties in the attack
occurred on the battleship,
which was hit four times by
Japanese bombers

USS Arizona
Memorial
The site marks the resting
place for 1,102 sailors and
Marines killed on the
USS Arizona.
The memorial was built in
1962 and straddles the
sunken hull of the battleship
without touching it.
The 184 foot long structure
has peaks at each end
connected by a sag in the
center to represent the
height of American pride
before the war, the sudden
depression of a nation
attacked, and the rise to
power during WWI I.
18
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Symbols of Remembrance--

TWJN TO WERS
Twin Towers
9-11-2001
The September 11 attacks
were a series of four
coordinated terrorist attacks
by the Islamic terrorist group
al-Qaeda. The attacks killed
2,996 people and injured over
6,000 others and caused at
least $10 billion in property
and infrastructure damage and
$3 trillion in total costs.
Four passenger airliners were
hijacked by 19 al-Qaeda
terrorists. Two of the planes
were crashed into the North
and South towers,
respectively, of the World
Trade Center complex in New
York City. Within an hour and
42 minutes, both 110-story
towers collapsed.

Twin Beams
Tribute in Light
The Tribute in Light is an art
installation ·of 88 search
lights placed next to the site
of the World Trade Center to
create 2 vertical columns of
light that reportedly shine 4
miles into to sky. It is
produced annually by the
Municipal Art Society of NY.
9/11 Memorial & Museum
is open on the site of the
World Trade Center. The
9/11 Memorial Plaza
is an 8-acre park.
The site pays reverent
homage to the nearly 3000
victims of the 9/11 attacks.
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Ray Chavez, 104, Seaman First Class
For 50 years Ray Chavez never said a word about Pearl
Harbor. His daughter Kathleen only knew he was stationed at the
military base in Hawaii when it was attacked because her mother
had told her. And when Ray was invited to attend the 50th
anniversary commemoration in -1991 , he wasn't interested . But
Kathleen kept pestering him an·d he decided to go.
Now, at 104, he is Pearl Harbor's oldest survivor - and
willing, finally, to speak about his memories of the day when 2,043
Americans were killed and 1,178 were wounded.
Seaman 1st Class Ray Chavez was a 30-year-old working on a minesweeper, the USS
Condor, in Pearl Harbor, on December 7, 1941.
He worked a shift from midnight until 6am as the vessel swept the west side of the channel.
Sometime between 3:30am and 3:45am one of his crewmates called the officer of the deck [reporting
what might have been] a submarine in restricted waters. The captain and senior officers were
informed but no noise was heard from the mystery submarine. Ray and his crew went back to work.
When Ray finished his shift at 6am he went to his home near the Pearl Harbor entrance to get
some rest. He fell asleep right away. Two hours later he woke up to screams from his wife, Margaret:
'We're being attacked! We're being attacked!'
When he went outside, a scene of horror was unfolding. 'The whole harbor was full of black
smoke,' he said. 'You couldn't see anything through it. And then 200 feet high we saw a Japanese
plane that was about to drop a torpedo. I looked up at the pilot and the pilot looked down at me.'
The USS Condor laid down their minesweeping gear on the east side of the channel. Out of
Crew of the USS Condor 1941
t~e harbor came a des~royer, cruising at full speed , an unusual
sight. When Ray and his crewmates looked up they saw a
Japanese fighter plane coming after the ship .
·. Then came a close call: as the ship brushed past, it
almost ran over the minesweeping gear. Some of the cables
were cut up so Ray and his crewmates had to wait at the
repair shop in the harbor.
By the time Ray and his crew arrived at the repair
shop there were no parts available for mining operations. Ray
was stuck· in the shop for nine days. During this time he and
his wife didn't know if the other was still alive.
His wife was: she and other Navy families were evacuated
by shore patrol three times: first to Honolulu, then Schofield Barracks and finally California.
Ray didn't want to stay at Pearl Harbor when he learned that his family was in California. Three
weeks after the attack he asked for a transfer to San Francisco. It was granted and his first order was
to report to Port Hinemay. Over the next four years Ray rose to the rank of Chief Quartermaster and
served on transport ships delivering tanks and Marines to shore in eight Pacific battles.
.
Ray didn't suff~r physica~ injury during_ the war but he_
What Ray wants people to
retired from the Navy in 1945 with psychological trauma. His
daughter Kathleen said that for three months after her father
~ake awa.y fr'!m ~he. .
.
retired from the Navy his body shook from the stress he
cere~on1es IS d1sc1pllne 1n
endured during war. Ray worked as a groundskeeper and
protecting and defending
landscaper into the 1990s.
the country.
Excerpt of an article by By Ann Schmidt For Dailymail.com and Mary Kekatos For Dailymail.com (permission requested)
http://www.dailyma il.co.uk/news/article-3763 902/fhe-oldest-two-survivors-Pearl-Harbor-103-104-tell-watched-horror-unfold-eyes-plan-7 5-years-on.html?ITO= 1490

Published: 10:40 EST, 30 August 2016 I Updated : 11 :48 EST, 30 August 2016
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Jim Downing, 103, Gunner's Mate First Class
Jim Downing was a gunner's mate 1st class and postmaster on the
USS West Virginia stationed at Pearl Harbor. He was 28 years old
and had been married for 5 months when the naval base was
attacked.
_
The Downings were assigned to married quarters in Hawaii. His
wife Morena was making breakfast for Jim and eight military men at
the Downings' house when they heard the explosion.
They turned on the radio to find out what happened. The local ·
station announced that the base was under attack. Jim and the other
servicemen drove to the harbor to see what they could do.
· When he got to the harbor he saw the Japanese planes. One flew low over Jim but the
machine gun shots missed him. What he remembers most was seeing the USS West Virginia on fire
and sinking after being hit by a torpedo.
'My ship, it cost $42 million to build,' he told DailyMail.com. 'So I used to refer to it as my $42 million home
given to me by my rich uncle, Uncle Sam. To see it there,
sinking and on fire ... feeling so helpless.
'I think I knew that we would eventually overcome but it's just
sad to see the devastation that I saw there that morning.'
Jim had to slide down the gun barrel of the USS
Tennessee to get to his ship, the West Virginia after it was hit
by a torpedo.
While he was putting out the fires Jim noticed the
bodies of his shipmates. 'I didn't know whether they were just
knocked out or whether they might be dead.'
aiiors can be seen here rescuing
He started to memorize their names from their dog tags.
their colleagues on the West Virginia
He said: 'I thought now their parents will never know what
happened to them ... As I saw their bodies lying there, I figured their parents would get just a cold
telegram from a Navy department that they were killed in action. But I wanted to give a better
description.'
After the fire on the West Virginia was out Jim headed to the hospital to see his friends who
had been badly burned. He took a notebook to record the names and addresses of the injured. They
dictated messages to him for their parents. He spent hours in the hospital and he was surprised by
the men's cheerfulness. Jim said: 'Their message to their parents was, "Don't worry, I'll be alright."
And then many of them died that night.
'But I was really amazed and surprised by their optimism in the messages they sent to their parents.'
Jim stayed at Pearl Harbor with the salvage crew for a few months but was re-stationed there again in
1942.
Downing continued in the Navy and from 1952-1955 he was the commanding officer of the USS
Patapsco during the Korean War. While the 'H' bomb was
being
tested at Bikini Atoll Jim was exposed to radioactive
Jim wants people to
ash, equivalent to 470 dental X-rays.

remember that 'weakness
invites aggression.
"Keep America strong".

A GoFundMe page has been set up to buy first class airline tickets and cover their accommodation.
They're hoping to raise enough money to get other San Diego-area veterans to attend. At the time of
writing $5,060 have been raised out of the $30,000 goal.
The 1641h Infantry News, September 2016
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Reunion
Dinner
74th Anniversary Guadalcanal Landing
71st Annual 164th Infantry Reunion

2016
Elks Club, Bismarck, ND
13 October

See Pages 14-15

Blue Ball Cap

Dues, Memberships, Donations, & Reunion:
Secretary Treasurer Ben Kemp

Mesh back
Adjustable size
Full Color Crest
Donation

PO Box 1111 , Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Email: blkemp@bis.midco.net Phone 701-400-6136

$10+$4 mailing

= $14.00
Full color
Cloth Patch
3" X 3.5"
$6+.50 mailing

= $6.50
ot standard issue.
Perfect for jackets.
Donation. No profit.

Full color
Metal Crest
Standard Lapel Size
Military issue specs.

$3+$1 mailing

= $4.00 Donation

Actual production cost, plus
packaging. No profit.

All Orders: Checks to
164th Infantry Association
PO Box 1111
Bismarck, ND 58502
22

Books, Back Issues, Merchandise, News stories:
Editor Shirley J Olgeirson
PO Box 1111 , Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Editor 164thinfantryNews@hotmail.com 701-220-4066
Softcover Reprint

Citizens as Soldiers
History of the

D

ational Guard

By Cooper & Smith

Detailed reference history of the
NDNG from the 1st Dakota Voluntee
through the 1980' s.
Donation $10.00+$3.50 postage.

"THEY WERE
READY"
Member price $10
Includes postage

Nonmember price $10 !
(Plus $4 media mail for nonmembers)

Send checks to
164 Infantry Assoc, Po Box 1111
Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
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ISSUES: 2005 -2015 AVAILABLE
~II Orders/

donations:
Checks to
164th
Infantry
Assoc.
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AU Orders/donations:
Checks to
164th Infantry Association
PO Box 1111
Bismarck, ND 58502

Copies March 2005-Present available for suggested donation to the Association of $2 per copy
to pay for mailing & printing costs or $1 if no mailing is required.
Send request & donation to 164th Infantry, P.O. Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
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Leo L. Schroeder (pre-WWID, Co K, 21June 15·
8 Leslie R. Aldrich (WWII), Co I, 27 Jun 16
8 Frank W. Tomzik (WWII), Co L, 15 Sep 15
·8R.J."Jim" Beaton (WWII),RHqs, 12Jun16
8 Andrew C. Trageser (WWII), Co E, 19 Feb 16
8 Normand 0. Belisle (WWII), Co E, 24Aprl6
8 Ernest Cashion (WWII), Band, 28 Nov 15
Irwin G. Waterman (WWII), Co ?, 19 Jun 16
8 Wm T. Bresnahan (K), Co G, 5 Jun 99
8James M Fenelon (WWII), RHqs, 22 Nov 15
8 Richard}. Gesellchen (WWII), Co G, 9Decl3
8 Erling A. Dahl (K), Co G, 16Jul 15
8 Frank R. Eide (K), Hq Co 24 Mar 16
Corey G. Goff (WWII), Co?, 28Jun 15
8 Victor Gibbins (K), Co E, 26 Feb 16
James P. Hodde, (WWII), Co?, 17 Jun 15
Howard]. Hovey (WWII), Med, 30Jul 16
8 Arnold L Gilbertson (K), Co E, 26 Feb 16
g.Harold C. Halvorson (K), Co G, 24Jul 15
8John R.Juvinall (WWII), RHqs, 5 Mar 16
8 Daniel R Heisler (K), Tank Co, 30 Aug 15
P. Jason Lind, (WWII), Co ?, 12 Dec 15
8 Marvin M. Mauch (WWII), Co C, 18Augl6
8 Walter F. Kerbaugh (K), Co G, 16 Feb 15
. 8 Mylo R. Kvislen (K), Co G, 4 Mar 15
Rex A. Nelson (WWII), Co A, 10 Jun 16
8 Dennis W. Larson (K), Co B, 7 Feb 16
8 Stanley Oshaben (WWID, Co B, 4 Sep 10
Roy Pedersen (pre-WWII), RHqs, 6 Sep 15
8 Robert E. McMillan (K), Co G, 14 Nov 12
Ignazio Pisciotta (WWII), Co ?, 24 May 16
8John P. Meyer (K), Co E, 26Jan 16
Paul A. Orcione (K), Co B, 19 Jan 16
8 Dennis Prindiville (WWII), Co I, 28 Apr 15
Omer C. Rudrud (WWII), Co L, 13Jul 16
8 = 164 Association Member " = 164 other than WWII or K

WWff

~

Lesley Robert Aldrich, 95,
James M. "Jim" Fenelon, 93 ,
died 27Jun 16 in Fargo. At
Eden Prairie, MN , passed away
Guadalcanal with Company I
·~~~ 22 Nov 2015. Past Editor of
then volunteered for Merrill's
the News, established 164th
Marauders in Burma, China, Archives
at UNO. Survived by
India. Preceded by wife
daughters
Phyllis ,
Patricia,
Stella; survived by Leslie,
Vicki
,
Kelly,
Theresa
;
son
,
John
Andrys
;
grand&greatThomas, Rodney,Gregory; 8 Grand-& 5 great grands.
grandchildren ; sister Mary Ann .
Robert J. "Jim" Beaton, 95 ,
died 12Jun16 in Detroit Lakes.
Guadalcanal, OCS , then Battle
of the Bulge.Preceded by wives
Lucille (1950) & Lillian (2014);
Survived by children Pat, Lou,
Mike, Charley, & Don; 6 grand
& 5 great grand children. Story Oct13.
·

Richard J. Gesellchen , 93 , died 9 Dec13.
Mobilized with Co G , but transferred to an
MP unit & guarded strategic sites in the
US. Survived by Betty, wife of 69 years;
Richard, Gary, Juanita, Sherry, & Karen ;
12 grand & 16 great-grandchildren.

Normand 0. Belisle, 92, Woonsocket, RI,
died 24 Apr 16 at home. Preceded by wife
Rita. Survived Robert, Denise, & Cynthia
Belisle. See Co E story in July 07 issue :
Flags of Our Fathers - For Real.

Corey G. "Corky" Goff, 92, passed away
28 June 2015, at his home in Oklahoma .
Sgt at Bougainville, Leyte, Negros, Cebu ,
Japan. Earned Bronze Star & Purple
Heart. Preceded by Opal, wife of 60 years.
Survived by numerous nieces & nephews.

Dr. Ernest Lowery Cashion,
Jr., 90, died 28 Nov 15 in Tulsa,
OK. Joined Band July 1944 Fiji.
Chief of neurosurgery, VA Hosp
Memphis. Retired Capt, USNR;
Survived by wife, Polly; children
Brenda, Anne, Charles, Sidney;
2 grand & 2 great grandchildren. Story Oct 14 News.

James Paul (Bud) Hodde, 97 ,
died 7 Jun 15 in Birmingham.
Served in 164th, then flew 17
combat missions as 1st Lt with
505th Bomb Grp. Survived by
wife of 69 years, Blanche; Gail,
Peter, James, Cynthia, Cheryl ,
& Donetta; 17 grand & 15 great-grandchildren.
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------- - Howard Hovey, 91 , died 30 Jul 16 in
Nebraska . Served as a surgical tech with
164 on
Guadalcanal
thru
Japan.
Preceded by wife June, son Alvin.
Survived by children Madonna, Bob,
Gary, Larry, Dean; 10 grand- & 13 great
grandchildren.
John R. Juvinall, 96, died 5 Mar 16 in Hinsdale, IL.
Drafted 1941 in Illinois, served in RHqs. Preceded by
wife Ruth & son Richard; survived by Juanita; 3
grand- & 2 great grand children.
Philip Jason Lind, 94, Denton , TX,
passed 12 Dec 2015.
Lieutenant, then
Captain , 164 Infantry, at Bougainvjlle,
Leyte, Philippines. Rejoined & served in
Korea, Lebanon . Survived by daughter
Marion,2 grand-& 5 Great grandchildren.
Marvin M. Mauch, died 18
Aug 16 in Minn at 99 years, 1
month, 28 days. Served
1941-1 ~45.
Preceded
by
wife , Jean (2009). Survived
by Deborah & Brian; 3 grand& 3 great grandchildren.
Rex A. Nelson,- 93, passed 10 Jun 16 in
South Dakota. Served as a gunner in Co
A at Guadalcanal
&
Bougainville.
Preceded by wife , Bernice. Survived by
Rhonda,
Marlon,
James,
Dana; 5
grandchildren.
Stanley Oshaben, 90, passed away 4
Sep 2010, in Ohio. Served from 19431945 in Bougainville, Philippines, & Japan.
Survived by wife Caroline; children Nancy,
Stan, Mike; 5 grand- & 1 great grandchild.
Roy 'Pete' Pedersen, 98, died 6 Sep 15
in Fargo.
"Mr. Bison" founded NDSU
Hall of Fame, Radio/TV personality, city
commish. Joined Hqs Co, 164, in 1936.
Got out, joined Army 1942, 5 campaigns
in ETO with 3rd Armored Division.
Ignazio "Nick" Pisciotta, 91, 24 May16,
Calif. Survived by children Karen, Susan,
Keith; 2 grand- & 4 great grandchildren.
He was "discovered" by John Enlow's
(RHq) daughter at an event at Disneyland
when she asked about his WWI I hat.
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Dennis Prindiville departed on
April 28th, 2015 - his 96th
birthday - at his daughter's
home in Seattle. Preceded by
wife Barbara. Survived by
children
Naomi, Kathy,
&
Michael; several grandchildren.
Omer Carroll Rudrud, 98,
passed 13 Jul 16 in Virginia.
Mobilized with Co L, Htllsboro.
Earned Bronze Star. Survived
by wife Jackie; her 4 children; 7
grandchildren.
Leo L. Schroeder, 94, died 21 Jun 15 at
home in MT. Served in .K Co 164th Inf
1939-41. Drafted 1942, S Pacific 25th Div.
Preceded by wife Marion; survived by wife
Myrt; Cynthia, Jodie, Gary, Ronald; 7
grand-5 great grandchildren.
Frank W. Tomzik, 92, died 15 Sep 15 in
River Forest, IL. Medic with Co L during
Bougainville campaign. Preceded by wife
~_.,.. Jean; survived by Kenneth and Jean Ann;
3 grandchildren.

Andrew C. "Andy" Trageser, 90, died 19
Feb 16 in New Park, PA. Veteran of both
WWII and Korean Conflict.
Survived by
wife of 65 years, Charlotte; Dennis,
Barbara, & Mary; 3 grand- & 5 Great - .....-...
grandchildren.

IVWI~~• Irwin G. Waterman, 93, Died 19 Jun 16 in

Mississippi. Served 9 months wi.th 164th
in Philippines & 9 months in Japan during
Occupation, leading one of the units in the
Tokyo victory parade. Preceded by wife of
47 years, Patricia; survived by Robert,
,____._ _ Susan, & Linda; 6 grandchildren.

7o tllose wfio died; '
:Honor antfeternatrest;·
7o tllose in bondag~
:Rememlirance antfllqp~·
7o tllose wfio returned;
(iratitude andyeace.
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Mylo Ray Kvislen, 83, passed away from
leukemia 4 Mar 2015 in Montana. Joined
Co G; tank operator in Korea. Survived
by wife Peggy, children Denise & Michael,
3 grandchildren.

Wm T Bresnahan died 5Jun99.
Thanks to Arlan Thorstenson for
telling us that Wm served with
Co G at Cp Rucker.
Erling A. Dahl, 86, Hettinger, ND, died 16
July 2015 at home with family at his side.
Platoon Sgt, Co G, Ft Rucker. Survived
by his wife of 61 yrs, Jean; children Terry,
Michael, Lori, Rodney; 4 grand- & 1 great
grandchild; and brother Frank, Co G.
Frank "Riley" Eide, 82, Bismarck, died
24 Mar 16. Joined the ND National Guard
at age
, mobilized with Hqs Co, served
in Korea, retired from U.S. Army 1975 as
Chief Warrant Officer-4 after 27 years of
service. Preceded by wife Karen.
Survived by children Rick, Riley, Randy,
Rory, Heather, Mike, and Brad, Stacy, & Jill Miller; 15
grand- & 6 great-grandchildren.
Victor Gibbins, 85, died 26
Feb 16 in Bismarck.
He
mobilized with Co E and served
with the 24th Div in Korea.
Survived by wife of 63 years,
Gladys; children Darcy, Danell,
Darren, & Dawn; 10 grand- & 1
great grandchildren. Also survived by 164 brothers
Everett and Donald Gibbins. [story July 2011 News]
Arnold L. Gilbertson, 86, died 19 Jun16.
Mobilized with Co L. served in Korea;
continued service with the National Guard
for 30 years. Survived by wife of 62 years ,
Peggy; children Teresa, Kathleen, Lindsey
; 5 grand- & 4 great grandchildren.

Dennis W. Larson, 84, Fargo, ND died 7
Feb 2016. Mobilized with 164 in 1951 and
served in Korea. Survived by wife of 60
years, Violet; children, Donette; Douglas;
Cindy; Brenda; Kevin; & Robert; 17 grand& 4 great grandchildren.

-

Robert E. "Bob" McMillan, Jr., 83,
died 14 Nov 2012 in his home state of
.r-....1_,. Texas. Served with Co G at Ft Rucker.
Survived by wife Doris; children Steve
& Pamela.

John P. Meyer, 83, died 26 Jan 16 in
Fargo. Mobilized with B Btry 188th FA Bn,
served in Korea, Purple Heart 1952. Co E
164 from 1953-55.
Survived by wife
Lillian; children Dale, Rosemary, Mary,
Catherine, Barbara, Karen, Christine; 8
grand-, 3 great grandchildren.
Paul A. Orcione, 82, died 19 Jan 16 in
Gloucester, Ma. Heavy weapons Infantryman, Co B, 164th Inf April '53 - April '55.
(Active Army retained the 164 title at Cp
, Rucker after the ND troops returned home
from mobilization).

Harold C. Halvorson, 86, died 24 July
15, Devils Lake. Staff Sgt, demolitions
instructor at Ft Rucker. Survived by wife
of 59 years, Ruby; children, Marlys, Mark,
Michael, Marilyn, Myron, Melissa; 21
grand; 11 great grandchildren.
CW4 Dan Heisler, 81, died 30 Aug 15.
Mobilized with Tank Co, served at Cp
Rucker. Served in the Guard 43 years,
retiring 1993. Survived by wife of 61
years, Bonnie; sons Dan, Gary, Rod, Jeff;
9 grand- & 10 great grandchildren
Walter Frank Kerbaugh, 85, died 16
Feb 2015, Cooperstown, ND. Co G, Ft
Rucker. Survived by wife, Ruth; sons
Terry, Jerry, Joel, Scot, Mark; 8 grand& 1 great grandchild.
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---- Margaret M. Kountz, 93, died 18Jul2015 in
i......r,- - . ; ; - .

•

Pahrump, NV. Preceded by Arthur, Co C, in
2003. Survived by Arthur Jr, Robert, Judy,
Linda, & Bobby; 14 grand, 16 great-grand, &
7 great-great grandchildren.

Darlain Atol , 84 , of Williston, ND, passed 3
July 2015. Preceded by Ray (1997), Co E,
who served in Korea. Survived by Robert,
Debbie, Gerald; 8 grand & 9 great
grandchildren.
Emma "Rusty" Griffin, 92, died 1 Apr
2014. Army Nurse 1944. Preceded
by CPT Marvin Earl Griffin (1998).
Survived by Alan, Stephen, Jennifer,
Meg; 8 grand, 14 greatgrandchildren.

Donna Nelson Nix, 98, died 26 Aug 15 in Minnesota.
Preceded by husband Arthur (1999). Survived by
children Linda & Jay; 4 grandchildren.

F~ Pto;h
Gloria M. DeHaven died 30 Jul 16
in Las Vegas, just 7 days after her
91 st birthday. A star for MGM
studios, she was a WWII heartthrob.

Gene Wilder (Jerome Silberman), 83, died
29 Aug 16.
Drafted into Army in 1956,
served for two years stateside as a medic.
Wm. Wayne Rogers Ill, 82,
died 31 Dec 15 in L.A. Joined
Navy 1954, learned theater.
Played "Trapper John" on
M*A*S*H from 1972-1975.

!

~

Maureen O'Hara, 95, died 24
Oct 15 in Boise, ID. Movie star I
Mary Kathryn (Kathy) Kerbaugh died · & WWII pin-up.
March 8th one day before her 86th birthday in
Longview, WA.
Preceded by SFC Les
, ..-..L ..._-a Kerbaugh (Co E).
Survived by sons Keith &
i, nffl*IP'i 'Blake; 9 grand & 5 great grand children.
Patrick Macnee, 93, died 25 Jun 15.
Served
in the Royal Navy in WWII.
Hope Elaine Lystad, 89 , Stanley, ND, died
Played
John
Steed on The Avengers.
July 10, 2016. Survived by husband 164
WWII Medic Ken Lystad; children Penny,
Peggy.Larry, Jeffrey.Kristan; 12 grand- & 2
Christopher Frank Carandini
great grandchildren.
Lee, 93, died 7 Jun 15.
Estella Aldrich, 91, of Breckenridge, MN,
Served Finnish Army, British
passed 25 Apr 2015. During WWII, worked
Home Guard, & Lieutenant in
~~ ,....L as a "Rosie" in a Calif. company which built
Royal Air Force. Also SAS
ships for the US Navy. See obit for Leslie
(special forces). Knighted in
- - - Aldrich, Sr., in WWII Last Roll Call
2009.
Donald Boyum , 72, passed away 27 Sep
George H. Kennedy, 91,
13, in Calif. Nephew of COL Robert Hall,
died 28 Jan 16. · Enlisted
LTC Walter Danuser, and Mess Sgt Neil
Army 1943, served under
Boyum. Survived by wife Carmelita. See
Gen Patton. Movies: Flight
~~i..... Story March 2015 News.
of the Phoenix (1965). Dirty
Dozen ('67); Oscar for Best
Helen Avens, 86, died 6Jan12 in Billings,
Supporting Actor in Cool
MT. Preceded by husband Claude, Co D,
Hand Luke (1967).
"?~~'"*.., (2002). Survived by Claudia; Vida; & Cyndy;
4 grand- & 2 great grandchildren. Sister in
Nancy Reagan died March 6,
_.. _...,.,,.___ law Luella Avens lives in Billings.
2016 at the age of 94. She was a
Hollywood actress in the 1940sNatalie Paulson, 91, died 20 Nov 15 in
'50s and married then-actor, later
Carrington, ND, Widow of John, Co F.
President Ronald Reagan in 1952.
Survived by Miles, Arlys, & Douglas, 4
grand- & 3 great grand children.

tlL
,~
-~ 1IJ

_..._

Evelyn Hager Hill, 91, passed 20 Sep 08 in
Grand Forks. Widow of Eugene, Co D.
Survived Linda & Clark; 3 grandchildren.

1
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Lawrence P. "Yogi" Berra,
90, died 22 Sep 15. Served
in US Navy during WWII.
NY Yankee 1946-1963.
"It ain't over 'ti/ it's over".
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"lllUJ1 101 l)I1 NEll"
cetebratinR the 74•n Anniversary of.
the landing at Guadalcanal
13 October 2016
(Details Inside)

Significant History
On 13 October 1942, the 164th
Infantry Regiment became the
first U.S. Army WWII unit to
offensively engage the enemy,
in either theater, when it landed
on the shores of Guadalcanal to
reinforce the 1st Marines.
The 164th earned the Navy
Presidential Unit Citation & was
nicknamed the ' 164th Marines'
The Regiment fought through
the Solomons and Philippines
and was preparing to invade
Japan when the atomic bombs
ended the war. ·=-=~-=---AMERICAN DEFENSE 1939-1941
•• ,. .._.__.. •••••-r'Wr-rw•
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